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he growing number of states that have legalized
medical and recreational marijuana and the resulting
conflict between federal and state laws have created
a great deal of uncertainty for employers and health
plan sponsors.
They are wrestling with issues including coverage of medical marijuana as a health benefit and accommodating marijuana as a disability protection.
This article will review the status of marijuana (interchangeably referred to as cannabis) legislation and discuss the
implications for employers and health plans.
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The growing patchwork of state laws that legalize medical and recreational marijuana
presents challenges for employers and health plan sponsors. Issues include the potential
for discrimination claims and whether some forms of marijuana can be covered by a
health plan.
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State and Federal Status
of Marijuana
As of the date of this publication,
37 states, the District of Columbia and
three other U.S. territories have some
type of approved medical marijuana/low
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) program.1
In addition, 19 states, the District of Columbia and two other U.S. territories
have legalized some type of nonmedical/
recreational cannabis program.
Nonetheless, cannabis remains a
Schedule I substance under the federal Controlled Substances Act of 1970
(CSA), which makes it illegal to possess, sell, give away or grow. And, despite the proliferation of medical marijuana programs in many states, under
federal law, there is “no currently accepted medical use.”2
Four significant federal marijuana
bills that could provide comprehensive
cannabis reform, such as moving cannabis to a lower schedule, have been
introduced in Congress in recent years

but have failed to pass. Whether these
bills, or some compromised variation
of them, will receive attention and possible action any time soon will likely
depend on the outcome of this year’s
midterm elections.
The U.S. Supreme Court also has
failed to provide clarification on whether federal law preempts the many state
laws governing medical and adult marijuana use, declining in June to consider two cases arising from the Minnesota Supreme Court. Hopes that the
high court would step in were raised by
comments by Justice Clarence Thomas
in the Court’s decision not to review
Standing Akimbo, LLC, et al. v. United
States in 2021. In that case, a Colorado
medical marijuana dispensary filed suit
because it was denied federal tax breaks
that are afforded to other businesses. In
a concurring opinion on the denial of
certiorari, Thomas wrote, “[a] prohibition on intrastate use or cultivation of
marijuana may no longer be necessary

takeaways
• Thirty-seven states, the District of Columbia and three other U.S. territories have some
type of approved medical marijuana/low THC program. In addition, 19 states, the District
of Columbia and two other U.S. territories also have legalized some type of nonmedical/
recreational cannabis program.
• Many employers have been sued for unlawful discharge or disability discrimination related
to the use of medical marijuana, and several decisions have held that illegal status of
marijuana under federal law is an insufficient defense for an employer to refuse to accommodate medical marijuana.
• The U.S. Supreme Court has declined, for now, to provide guidance about whether the applicable federal laws preempt state marijuana laws.
• A number of state laws authorizing medical and/or recreational marijuana programs include
specific statutory or regulatory language prohibiting employers from taking adverse employment actions against employees for their off-site use of marijuana during nonworking hours
as permitted under state law.
• The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has not provided clear guidance on whether a voluntary
employee beneficiary association (VEBA) can cover marijuana as a benefit. Due to this lack
of clarity, a health plan’s decision to cover medical marijuana could be considered a breach
of fiduciary duty under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA).
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or proper to support the federal government’s piecemeal approach . . . The
federal government’s current approach
is a half-in, half-out regime that simultaneously tolerates and forbids local
use of marijuana.”3
In June 2022, the Supreme Court
declined to hear Musta v. Mendota
Heights Dental Center, a case in which
the plaintiff ’s employer and its workers’
compensation insurance carrier denied her request for reimbursement for
medical marijuana prescribed for treatment of an on-the-job injury. The state
Workers’ Compensation Court of Appeals agreed with the plaintiff, finding
that the state law was not preempted by
federal law, and ordered the employer
and carrier to reimburse her for the
medical marijuana. On appeal, however, the Minnesota Supreme Court
sided with the employer and the carrier, concluding that federal drug law
and policy preempted the Minnesota
medical marijuana law.
Similarly, the Court declined to hear
the appeal of the Minnesota Supreme
Court decision in Daniel Bierbach v.
Digger’s Polaris. In that case, Bierbach
sought reimbursement for medical
marijuana he took to relieve pain from
an on-the-job injury. The Minnesota
Supreme Court overturned the decision of the workers’ compensation
court permitting the coverage, holding that the federal CSA preempted the
state law requiring coverage for medical marijuana.
The Court has acknowledged the
tension between federal and state law
and policies on marijuana, formally
requesting in February 2022 that the
U.S. Solicitor General file a brief stating the Biden administration’s position
on whether federal law preempts state
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law requirements regarding medical marijuana. On May
16, 2022, the administration filed its brief, stating that the
question before the Court was “Whether the Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. 801 et seq., preempts a state workers’
compensation order that compels an employer to reimburse
an employee for the cost of marijuana used in response to
pain arising from a work-related injury.” The U.S. Department of Justice urged the Court to hold off ruling on the
Minnesota cases because the issue has not fully matured and
the available case law was “limited and recent, with three of
the four decisions coming in 2021.”4

Testing Challenges
Unlike when testing for alcohol intoxication, it is difficult
to determine when someone is intoxicated from marijuana.
The presence of THC (the psychoactive component of cannabis) or related THC metabolites is not a good indicator of
current impairment. Traditional drug tests can detect THC
in blood, urine or hair long after an individual has consumed
cannabis and is no longer high. Some testing methods, such
as saliva/oral fluid tests, are reported to provide more accurate indicators of recent consumption. On February 28,
2022, the U.S. Department of Transportation published a
notice of proposed rulemaking to allow oral fluid drug testing of transportation employees subject to federal regulation.5 While saliva testing was proposed as only an option for
employers under the proposed rule and was not required to
replace urine testing, significantly, the DOT noted that in its
review of various scientific sources, the window of detection
for marijuana was three to 67 days for urine tests but only up
to 24 hours for oral fluid tests.
However, and until the level of intoxication from marijuana can be accurately assessed, drug-testing programs that
include a screen for cannabis may be problematic for employers under state law. At present, a few states have adopted
a “per se” rule for driving while impaired, similar to the national blood-alcohol intoxication limits for drunk driving,
based solely on the level of active THC in the bloodstream
and regardless of the level of actual intoxication.6 Other
states have “zero tolerance” laws prohibiting the use of certain drugs, including THC, while driving. Establishing a per
se rule for impairment while on the job, with clearly defined
parameters explaining the situations in which current employees or job applicants can be tested for marijuana, could
provide employers with some clarity, at least until the sci-

ence can develop sufficiently to accurately determine THC
intoxication.

Employment Discharge and Discrimination Claims
Medical Marijuana
In recent years, many patients who participate in their
state’s medical marijuana program have filed suit against
their employers for unlawful discharge or disability discrimination related to their use of medical marijuana. Increasingly,
several decisions have held that the illegal status of marijuana
under federal law is an insufficient defense for an employer
to refuse to accommodate medical marijuana in states where
it is specifically authorized.7
In considering the merits of a disability discrimination
claim by a medical marijuana patient, reviewing courts typically inquire whether the employer engaged in a dialogue—
often referred to as the interactive process—with the employee related to the claimed disability.
Unreasonable demands for accommodations that pose
an undue burden on the employer are usually not successful
grounds for an employee claiming disability discrimination.
And a reviewing court might agree that some employers simply cannot accommodate an employee’s use of medical marijuana. For example, such accommodations may be deemed
an undue burden on employers with federal contracts that
are subject to federal requirements or have “safety-sensitive”8
workforces.
Employers’ inability to rapidly and accurately test for current marijuana intoxication complicates disability discrimination claims for medical marijuana. More specifically, while
medical marijuana patients may not be intoxicated from offduty use when they arrive at work, a reviewing court may
agree that some employers cannot accommodate medical
marijuana due to the detrimental business impact or significant public risk to those operating in safety-sensitive environments. As a result, employers that operate in a state with
only a medical marijuana program might be able to enforce
a marijuana drug testing and enforcement policy that exists in their collective bargaining agreement (CBA) against
employees who are not authorized medical marijuana patients. Further, employers in some trades, such as those in
the construction industry, might also be able to defend a
disability discrimination and unlawful termination claim by
a medical marijuana patient based on (1) the definition of
september/october 2022 benefits magazine
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safety-sensitive occupations recognized
in their state, (2) the employee’s safetysensitive job duties, or (3) federal or
other contract requirements (such as
DOT compliance) requiring a drugfree workforce.
Recreational Marijuana
Many state laws authorizing medical
and/or recreational marijuana programs
include specific language prohibiting
employers from taking adverse employment actions against employees for offsite use of marijuana during nonworking hours. In particular, while some of
these state laws may, at first blush, appear to permit employers to adopt zero
tolerance marijuana policies, caution is
warranted because many of these same
state laws also explain that employers
may only restrict workers’ marijuana
use, possession or current intoxication
when the employees are actively working or while on the jobsite.
Similarly, other recently adopted
state laws authorizing recreational
marijuana programs include lawful
activities language. Such language typically prohibits employers from taking
adverse action against employees (and
sometimes even prospective employees subject to preemployment testing)
because an employee engages, or does
not engage, in certain activities off site
and during nonworking hours that are
permitted under state law. As a result,
firing or disciplining an employee
based on a failed drug test, absent
some indication of present intoxication while on the jobsite, may violate
lawful activities language.9 Again, caution is warranted because some states
have adopted carve-outs or exceptions for either collectively bargained
employees in certain industries or for
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those operating in safety-sensitive
positions as differently defined under
each state statute.10
The disconnect between federal
law (which deems marijuana illegal)
and state laws (which include disparate authorizing language and exceptions and may permit THC, medical
or recreational marijuana programs)
is even more complex for employers
that operate in multiple states. A uniform national law, if adopted, could
provide some relief.

Can Marijuana Be Covered by a
Health Plan?
As more states authorize medical marijuana programs, health plan
sponsors face the complex question of
whether their plans can cover its costs.
Current Legal Status
The answer to whether a health plan
can cover marijuana depends on the
type of health plan at issue and the corresponding Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) rules and regulations. Most health
plans are voluntary employee beneficiary associations (VEBAs), which are
exempt from federal taxation requirements under Internal Revenue Code
(IRC) Section 501(c)(9). However, the
IRS has not provided clear guidance on
whether a VEBA can cover marijuana
as a benefit.
Some commentators have opined
that VEBAs can provide medical
marijuana benefits without jeopardizing their tax-exempt status so long as
the benefits covered are de minimis.
In other words, if less than 3% of the
VEBA’s total expenditures in any given
year are for nonpermitted purposes,
the VEBA would be permitted to retain its tax-exempt status.
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This idea has some support from a
2014 IRS Private Letter Ruling (PLR)
No. 201415011,11 which ruled that a
VEBA’s tax-exempt status would not
be jeopardized for providing health reimbursement account (HRA) benefits
to participants’ domestic partners who
were not otherwise dependents, so long
as the HRA benefits were less than 3%
of the total amount of benefits paid to
all plan participants and beneficiaries
in any plan year. However, the medical
benefits at issue in the PLR were otherwise lawful benefits and not considered
to be illegal under federal law.
In contrast, the IRS recently denied an organization’s application for
IRC Section 501(c)(3) exempt status
because it provided disabled and disadvantaged adults with medical marijuana.12 Further, the IRS has long held
that an amount paid to obtain a controlled substance, such as marijuana, is
not a deductible medical expense even
if state law required, and the taxpayer
obtained, a prescription from a physician.13
Due to this lack of clarity, a health
plan’s decision to cover medical marijuana could be considered a breach of
fiduciary duty under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
(for example, jeopardizing a plan’s taxexempt status by providing a benefit
that is in direct contradiction of federal
law). In evaluating whether coverage
might breach ERISA’s duty of prudence
as defined by Section 404(a)(1)(B),
trustees should consider the following
factors: (1) whether medical marijuana
is legal under state and federal law, (2)
whether the trustees will require proof
of a physician’s recommendation for
medical marijuana with a letter of necessity and (3) whether the trustees will
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decline to cover medical marijuana as a medication or dietary supplement given the lack of FDA approval for such
purposes.
This breach of fiduciary duty could come from failure
to follow plan documents under ERISA Section 404(a)(1)
(D). Most health plans include exclusions for claims related
to illegal drugs, and most prescription drug benefit plans
state that medications will only be provided consistent with
FDA approval and guidelines. If a plan has documents containing such provisions, trustees would be wise to decline
covering medical marijuana as a benefit.
If the health plan in question is a health savings account
(HSA), HRA or flexible spending account (FSA), medical marijuana likely cannot be covered as a health benefit.
HSAs, HRAs and FSAs can provide reimbursement only for
a “qualified medical expense,” and IRC § 213(d) specifically
excludes substances that are considered illegal as qualifying
medical expenses. Moreover, products such as THC and cannabidiol (CBD) cannot be sold as dietary supplements and
are excluded from the definition of dietary supplement under
Section 201(ff)(3)(B) of the FD&C Act.
The Role of Medical Necessity
Employee welfare benefit plans uniformly provide treatment, services and medications only for things that are
“medically necessary.” Although definitions of medically
necessary vary, they always include “health care services
or supplies needed to diagnose or treat an illness, injury,
condition, disease or its symptoms and that meet accepted
standards of medicine.” For marijuana to be medically necessary, more will be required than simply moving it from
the CSA Schedule I to Schedule III. Prescribers and providers will also need to be able to demonstrate that medical
marijuana is “needed to diagnose or treat an illness, injury,
condition, disease or its symptoms” and that its use “meets
accepted standards of medicine”—a key term in most
health plans’ definitions of medically necessary, including
Healthcare.gov’s definition of the term.14
Looking Forward
Public support for medical marijuana as a general matter
would be the catalyst for the federal statutory and regulatory
changes necessary for medical marijuana to be eligible for
coverage under a health care plan, and this support appears
to be growing.15

Medical marijuana has already been accepted in several
states as a compensable benefit through workers’ compensation. Connecticut, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico and New York all allow workers’ compensation benefits for medical marijuana. In Pennsylvania, a
workers’ compensation judge recently ordered a workers’
compensation carrier to reimburse a claimant for the marijuana recommended for her chronic nerve pain.
The first instance of “coverage” will likely be with respect
to health plans covering “over the counter” (OTC) forms of
medical marijuana, including CBD-infused pain and relief
creams, sprays and gummies, since there are fewer regulatory and financial hurdles to bringing an OTC product to
market compared with a prescription drug. Assuming that
legal medications meet a plan’s medical necessity standards,
plans will need to address practical considerations—issues
such as which products will be covered and how payment
or reimbursement will be made for such products.
For example, will the plan cover only FDA-approved OTC
products or products for diagnoses having substantial supporting research? At present, there is only such supporting
evidence for use of marijuana for treating chronic neuropathic pain in adults, as an antiemetic after chemotherapy
treatment and for improving certain patient-reported multiple sclerosis (MS) symptoms. If a plan decides to cover only
FDA-approved OTC products, it will be able to provide benefits for OTC marijuana through a prescription benefit plan.
If the OTC product is not FDA-approved, the plan could
not provide coverage for marijuana because an FDA-issued
National Drug Code is required to process a prescription or
OTC product.
Plans may need to make additional considerations before
agreeing to cover medical marijuana as a benefit in some
circumstances—for example, for plans covering employees
working in safety-sensitive positions.

Conclusion
Medical and recreational marijuana laws and products
continue to evolve. Until federal law provides clarity and marijuana testing can accurately determine present intoxication,
the growing patchwork of state laws that legalize medical and
recreational marijuana presents challenges for employers, plan
participants who may use marijuana and health plan trustees.
Trustees who decide to cover medical marijuana need to
consider the impact of that coverage upon their fiduciary
september/october 2022 benefits magazine
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Endnotes
1. Low-tetrahydrocannabinol (low-THC) programs are differently defined in each state but are generally nonpsychoactive programs that permit
part of a cannabis plant or cannabis product(s) with a small amount or zero
THC, typically defined as THC of not more than 1.0% or less.
2. The FDA includes marijuana as a “Schedule I” drug (United States
Drug Enforcement Administration), “Drug Scheduling” www.dea.gov/drug
-information/drug-scheduling. One characteristic of a Schedule I substance
is that it is one for which there is “no currently accepted medical use.” 21
USC812(c)(1)(B).
3. Standing Akimbo, LLC, et al. v. United States, 141 S.Ct. 2236, 210
L.Ed.2d 974, 2021 U.S. LEXIS 3560 (2021), (Thomas, J. Concurring Opinion).
4. Susan K. Musta, Petitioner v. Mendota Heights Dental Center et al.,
Daniel Bierbach, Petitioner v. Digger’s Polaris et al., 2022 U.S. LEXIS 3046.
5. 87 Fed. Reg. 11156 (February 28, 2022).
6. “Per se” laws provide that once an individual has reached or exceeded
the legal limit, they are deemed to be impaired as a matter of law and regardless of whether they are intoxicated or not. Currently five states have
specific “per se” limits for THC, with levels that vary but typically range between 2 and 5 nanograms. “Zero tolerance” laws provide that it is illegal to
drive with any measurable amount of specified drugs within the body.
7. See, e.g., Appeal of Andrew Panaggio N.H. Comp. Appeals Bd., 174
N.H. 89 (2022); Palmiter v. Commonwealth Health System, 2021 PA Super.
159, 260 A.3d. 967 (2021).
8. In general, safety-sensitive positions are those jobs where the skills
and responsibilities present some increased risk of harm to oneself or to the
public and therefore require an employee’s full and unimpaired skill and
sound judgment. The definition of safety sensitive by the states varies significantly.
9. But see Ceballos v. NP Palace LLC (August 11, 2022) where the Nevada Supreme Court held that employee’s termination for off-duty recreational use was not protected under that state’s “lawful use” statute.
10. On May 25, 2022, Rhode Island became the 19th state to legalize recreational marijuana. While Rhode Island has joined a growing number of
states that prevent employers from taking disciplinary actions against employees or job applicants for lawful off-duty use of cannabis, there are exceptions. In particular, where use is specifically prohibited by a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) or the employer is a federal contractor or subject
to federal law, Rhode Island’s law does not require an employer to demonstrate on-the-job cannabis impairment, and an employee can be disciplined
for the use of cannabis. In addition, for safety-sensitive jobs—defined to be
any position that is “hazardous, dangerous or essential to public welfare and
safety,” the employer may adopt policies that prohibit employees’ use of cannabis within 24 hours prior to beginning work.
11. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Private Letter 202105011 (February 5,
2021).
12. Internal Revenue Bulletin, Revenue Ruling 97-9, 1997-1 CB77.
13. See IRS Publication 502 (2021) “What Expenses Aren’t Includible?”…Nutritional Supplements “You can’t include in medical expenses
the cost of nutritional supplements, vitamins, herbal supplements, ‘natural
medicines,’ etc., unless they are recommended by a medical practitioner as
treatment for a specific medical condition diagnosed by a physician. These
items are taken to maintain your ordinary good health and aren’t for medical care.”
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duties. Health plan trustees should continue to monitor
changes in public opinion as well as to the legal and regulatory framework governing medical marijuana and health
plans.
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